
ML pipeline exploration
Do it yourself: https://github.com/IBM/grammar2pddl

Tools and links for hands-on exercise

● HTN2PDDL translation: https://github.com/ronwalf/HTN-Translation
● K* planner: https://github.com/ctpelok77/kstar
● PlanUtils: https://github.com/AI-Planning/planutils
● PDDLEditor plugin for VSCode: 

https://marketplace.visualstudio.com/items?itemName=jan-dolejsi.pddl

https://github.com/ronwalf/HTN-Translation
https://github.com/ctpelok77/kstar
https://github.com/AI-Planning/planutils
https://marketplace.visualstudio.com/items?itemName=jan-dolejsi.pddl


Tools and Applications
AI Planning: Theory and Practice



Challenges of using AI planning in applications

● Modeling: Application domain ≠ planning domain
● There are very few integrated toolchains for AI planning
● There are few libraries/frameworks that integrate AI planners
● Round-tripping is cumbersome



Pre/post-processing

● What is the similarity/equivalence between what desired output and plans
○ Example: Are ML pipelines like plans and how? What are our ‘actions’?

● What are our inputs and is there a close-enough planning formalism?
○ Example: We have data science grammars, that look a lot like HTN specifications

● How do we map input elements to predicates and actions?
○ Example: grammar tokens = actions, grammar rules = methods

● Do we need ‘maintenance actions’ - how do we need to post-process plans?
○ Example: in the HTN to PDDL translation there are maintenance ‘method start’ and ‘method 

end’ actions that do not produce any pipeline tokens
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ML pipeline generation/exploration walkthrough



ML pipeline exploration
Do it yourself: https://github.com/IBM/grammar2pddl

Tools and links for hands-on exercise

● HTN2PDDL translation: https://github.com/ronwalf/HTN-Translation
● K* planner: https://github.com/ctpelok77/kstar
● PlanUtils: https://github.com/AI-Planning/planutils
● PDDLEditor plugin for VSCode: 

https://marketplace.visualstudio.com/items?itemName=jan-dolejsi.pddl

https://github.com/ronwalf/HTN-Translation
https://github.com/ctpelok77/kstar
https://github.com/AI-Planning/planutils
https://marketplace.visualstudio.com/items?itemName=jan-dolejsi.pddl


ML pipeline exploration: matching handcrafted pipeline 
performance



Processing Goals
(as tags)

Goal Refinement 
Guidance

IBM InfoSphere 
Streams

Apache Hadoop
(with Pig or Jaql scripting)

Automatically 
Composed
Application Flow
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Results

Generated SPL

Other
Applications:

IBM 
Automated 
Analytics 
Composer

Other 
Platforms
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Results

Business 
Analyst

Composer
AI planning based 
composition and 
deployment engine



Other Applications: DS automation via Scout and CADS
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Compute Cluster / Cloud

Cognitive Assistant for 
Data Science (CADS)

Machine learning to automatically determine 
best choice of model for supervised analysis

Analytic Scout
Performance evaluation 
on benchmark datasets

First of their kind applications 
for automatic analytic selection 
and benchmarking
Couple AI, Machine learning, 
and Large-scale systems to 
realize cognitive applications
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Other Applications: Hypothesis generation in cyber



AI Planning Applications @ 
IBM 

12[Automated large-scale data analysis, ICAPS 2015]

[Hypothesis exploration for malware detection, AAAI 2013] [State projection via AI planning, AAAI 2017]

[Scenario planning for enterprise risk management, AAAI 2018]

v
Diagram Source: https://blog.itcilo.org/learning-about-scenario-planning-and-
thinking/


